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About This Game

Spheria is a simple arcade game where you roll your POWERFUL BALL through stages of mystique and wonder. Play with
your various balls, unlock new balls, get all ball-related achievements and attempt to trounce the highest score on online

highscore leaderboards... all the while laughing maniacally!

Control the destiny of your balls. Your life depends on it.

Play with your diverse array of unique balls

Discover 20+ unique levels with progressive difficulty

Challenge yourself! It's easy to learn, yet hard to master

Show off your best scores in online leaderboards

Rock out to a completely original OST

Did we forget to mention that you get to play with balls?
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The game that was the prelude to the best shooter I've played, to date...Borderlands. Great characters, graphics that hold up well
enough for today, classic looter shooter gameplay with a really good feel to the weapons and nice variety. You're always excited
to open a chest, just to see what new weapon you'll get, unlike some other games (...cough...Destiny...cough...) where you're just
looking for a higher number. I would say that I think this game suffers a little from the brown\/grey craze, though only a little.

Overall fantastic game, though Borderlands 2 really perfected this.. its fun and you gotta love the humor in the game!. Really
should just buy XL instead, not this DLC.. The Sonic games hold up to the test of time very well as good solid platformers. I
had Sonic 2 as a child so I found Sonic 1 rather hard to get into as it does not have the spin dash move. Sonic 1 seems much
more unforgiving and difficult compared to sonic 2. As games of this era had no save function, by the time you got to the final
boss you would have played the first levels hundreds of times and know them like the back of your hand. So if you come to the
game now without this experience it does seem rather difficult. The quick save function on this emulator works well to
compensate for my reduced attention span. Overall if you are looking at this game because of nostalgia buy it and it will live up
to your memories if you did not play this as a child I'd probably not bother.. Pros:
++ It's a dating sim.
++ That "Sinful Eden Girl" is a massage lady, and gives you a boner.
++ Priestess Aurore's "scary" form on the game over screen is pretty sexy.

Cons:
-- You have to remember phone numbers
-- Game asks you trivia questions to make most of your money. (IE: Math problems, what is an echidna, etc.)
-- The "eye of ra" states it says there's hidden items. But doesn't say HOW TO FIND THEM IF IT IS BLINKING\/GLOWING.
-- Game has no "Exit to Title" option on the diary so that you can re-read the instructions.
-- Game has no real instructions for anything. Just how to do things in the game like accrue Reputation and money, but that's it,
no advanced insructions like HOW TO USE THE EYE OF RA.
-- Repetitive Music
-- The character is always toting his "Shocked" Expression. The game even makes fun of it.
-- Only 5 girls. (1 Hidden)
-- The Goddess Board Mini game can \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off.
-- You have to max out relationships with all the non-hidden girls before you can actually progress.
-- You can't romance the Massage Lady (the Sinful Eden Girl at the title.)

Do not recommend.. im enjoying this game, i would like to see full controller support if possible , as im a laptop gamer so hate
using keyboard but all in all a good game. Yes I didn't put much time in but I really didn't want to! I remember old football
games being more fun than this. The games also really didn't like me alt-tabbing out.......... Yes! l have to agree, this was a fun
match 3 with just that bit of difference to keep you entertained for hours! Recommend this one highly.
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Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Gauntlet DLC, its the last of the Ashes DLC I have to "review" Ive got to say I fell like its
another one of those DLC that is really heavily multiplayer focused as the bulk of it seems like multiplayer maps. At the same
time however it has a pretty good Scenario, Gauntlet. I would recommend it if you enjoy Ashes a lot.. Very basic dungeon
crawler, there seems to be 4 or 5 different enemy models with slight variations. Almost all items can be bought in shop and are
just your basic x dmg or y armor type - finding treasure and secrets just gives you a bit of money and some generic shop item.
Skills and stats give some very basic bonuses and are pretty boring.. Good casual game. Easy to understand. Could be expanded
upon a lot. Gets a little boring after a while though. Overall 7\/10. what was the controls in HTC vive box, this game langauge
was in chinies how to change in english. Great game ! Let's you kill yourself in multiple ways. Recommend it for all the emos.
First thing's first
I bought this game on the Summer Sale, for 50% off, and would not buy this at the full price, given the quality
That said, at $6, this is a decent addon. I certainly would not call this a must-have, however, since I would only recommend this
to people that love flying low, and especially in slower aircraft, such as the Cessna 172, who love flying around and looking at
the scenery. This is not for people that only love flying fast and high, such as in a fighter jet, or in a commercial airliner.

To get an idea, you will notice a slight difference while flying at about 5000 feet in a typical airliner, however this addon only
really stands out if you love flying in slower speed, closer-to-the-ground aircraft, in which case this WILL actually enhance the
look of the scenery without reducing performance. The images given above, for the addon is what you will see when flying
those types of aircraft, but you will honestly not really notice a difference if you're flying +5,000 feet above the ground.

I suggest buying this when it's on sale, since I would certainly not consider this to be a $12 addon.
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